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CBC Mode and Initial Vector for the AES algorithm
Sungcheol Chang, Jaesun Cha, Seokheon Cho and Chulsik Yoon

ETRI

1 Introduction

The US Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) algorithm [NIST Special Publication 800-38-C, FIPS-197] is generally adopted as

a data encryption algorithm.

In the IEEE 802.16d/D5 the CCM mode is used to encrypt and authenticate MAC PDUs. The MAC PDU payload shall be
prepended with a 4 byte PN (Packet Number), which is not encrypted. Both the initial block and the counter blocks consist of the
PN and the GMH excluding the HCS.

In the IEEE 802.16e/D5 the CTR mode is generally described, principally to support MBS services. MBS contents are made

independent of BSs. The MAC PDU payload shall be prepended with a 4 byte nonce, which is not encrypted. The 4 byte nonce is
repeated 4 times to construct the 16 byte input nonce used in the CTR mode operation.

Both the CCM mode and the CTR mode of the AES require a 4 byte field to be followed by the MAC PDU payload. This nonce

field, which is not the MAC PDU payload, reduces data efficiency.

2 Overview of Proposed Solution

Figure 1 shows the functionality of the CBC mode in which the plain text (PT) are encrypted to the cipher text (CT) with the

inputs of both TEK and IV. In the IEEE 802d/D5 the DES algorithm may be used as block cipher algorithm. This contribution

contains the CBC mode and IV generation for the AES algorithm.

CBC 
(DES or AES)

PT

CT

TEK
IV

Figure 1 : Encryption in the CBC Mode.

The Cipher Block Chaining (CBC) mode of the AES algorithm requires different Initial Vectors (IVs) every MAC PDUs. If a IV

value are used to encrypt the PT of a MAC PDU, the same IV must be used to decrypt the CT of the MAC PDU. To generate IVs

every MAC PDUs, both the MAC header and the PHY Synchronization field are considered as input parameters. These input

parameters may be changed every MAC PDUs. Also the MAC address and the given IV described at the PKM procedure, are used

to add user-specific functionality. The IV generation per MAC PDU can reduce a 4 byte nonce field to be followed by the MAC

PDU payload in both the CCM mode and the CTR mode.
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IV Plain Text = (MAC PDU Header (6 bytes)+PHY Synchronization Value (4 bytes)+

(MSS MAC Address (6 bytes) XOR Zero Hit Counter (6 bytes))

XOR Given IV (16 bytes).

        IV = AES (TEK, IV Plain Text).

Figure 2 : IV Generation and Encryption.

This IV GEN uses an AES block ciphering algorithm and ts outcome has a property of randomness. Also the IV is not known

because the TEK is used.

If in HARQ operation the MAC PDU is decoded from several channel coded blocks transmitted through different frames, the

MAC PDU payload must be decrypted with the IV value which are generated from the PHY Synchronization value when spid=0.
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Proposed changes to IEEE 802.16e/D6

[Add section 7.8.4.3 in page 209 as follows]

7.8.4.3 Data encryption with AES in CBC mode

If the data encryption algorithm identifier in the cryptographic suite of an SA equals 0x03, data on connections associated with
that SA shall use the CBC mode of the US Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) algorithm [NIST Special Publication 800-38C,
FIPS 197] to encrypt the MAC PDU payloads.

7.8.4.3.1 CBC IV generation
The Zero Hit Counter is initialized into zero when the Key Reply message is received, and updates whenever either the PHY
Frame number is zero or MAC PDU is received in a frame. The Zero Hit Counter increases by one if the previous PHY Frame
number is equal to or greater than the current PHY Frame number.

The CBC IV is generated as the result of the AES block ciphering algorithm with the key of TEK. Its plain text for the CBC IV
generation is calculated with the exclusive-or (XOR) of (1) the CBC IV parameter value included in the TEK keying information,
and (2) the 128-bits content which is a concatenation of the 48-bit MAC PDU Header, the 32-bit PHY Synchronization value of
the MAP that a data transmission occurs, and the XOR value of the 48-bit MSS MAC address and the Zero Hit Counter.

The CBC IV shall be updated every MAC PDUs.

GMH DATA CRC

GMH PHY SYN
(MSS MAC Address)

XOR
Zero Hit Counter

MAC PDU

48 bits 48 bits32 bits

AESTEK

CBC IV for MAC PDU

128 bits

CBC IV given in TEK keying information

XOR

Plain Text for CBC IV generation

| |

Plain Text for CBC IV generation

Figure xxx – CBC IV generation.
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If the MAC PDU is decoded from several channel coded blocks transmitted at different frames in HARQ operation, the MAC
PDU payload must be decrypted with the CBC IV value which are generated from the PHY Synchronization value of the MAP
when spid=0.

 [Insert the text in the end of the section 11.9.8 in pages 505 as follows]

The CBC-IV attribute is required when the data encryption algorithm identifier in the SA ciphersuite is 0x03 (AES in CBC mode).

[Modify text to section 11.9.14 in pages 504-505 as follows]

11.9.14 Cryptographic suite

 Table 373 - Data encryption algorithm identifiers

Value Description

0 No data encryption

1 CBC-Mode, 56-bit DES

2 CCM-Mode, 128-bit AES

3 CBC-Mode, 128-bit AES

127 CTR-Mode 128 bits AES for MBS with 32 bits Nonce

3-126 & 128-255 Reserved

Table 374a - Data authentication algorithm identifiers

Value Description

0 No data authentication

1 CCM-Mode, 128-bit AES

2-255 Reserved

Table 375a – TEK encryption algorithm identifiers

Value Description

0 Reserved

1 3-DES EDE with 128-bit key

2 RSA with 1024-bit key

3 ECB mode AES with 128-bit key

4-255 Reserved

Table 376a – Allowed cryptographic suites

Value Description

0x000001 No data encryption, no data authentication & 3-DES, 128

0x010001 CBC-Mode 56-bit DES, no data authentication & 3-DES, 128

0x000002 No data encryption, no data authentication & RSA, 1024

0x020002 CBC-Mode 56-bit DES, no data authentication & RSA, 1024

0x020103 CCM-Mode 128-bit AES, CCM-Mode, 128-bit AES, ECB mode AES with 128-bit key

0x030003 CBC-Mode 128-bit AES, no data authentication, ECB mode AES with 128-bit key

0x800003 MBS CTR Mode 128 bits AES with 32 bits nonce, no data authentication, AES ECB

mode AES with 128-bit key

All remaining values Reserved


